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South Asia
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Publications,
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In recent
years, peace
psychology
has grown
from a utopian
idea to a
means of
transforming
societies
worldwide. Yet
at the same
time
peacebuilding
enjoys global
appeal, the
diversity of
nations and
regions
demands
interventions
reﬂecting local
cultures and
realities.
Peace
Psychology in

Asia shows
this process in
action,
emphasizing
concepts and
methods
diverging from
those common
to the US and
Europe. Using
examples
from China,
India,
Indonesia, the
Philippines,
and elsewhere
in the region,
chapter
authors
illuminate the
complex
social,
political, and
religious
conditions
that have
fostered war,
colonialism,
dictatorships,
and ethnic
strife, and the
equally
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intricate
personal and
collective
psychologies
that need to
be developed
to encourage
reconciliation,
forgiveness,
justice, and
community.
Peace
Psychology in
Asia:
Integrates
psychology,
history,
political
science, and
local culture
into concepts
of peace and
reconciliation.
Highlights the
indigenous
aspects of
peace
psychology.
Explains the
critical
relevance of
local culture
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and history in
peace work.
Blends
innovative
theoretical
material with
empirical
evidence
supporting
peace
interventions.
Balances its
coverage
among local,
national,
regional, and
global
contexts.
Analyzes the
potential of
Asia as a
model for
world peace.
As practicedriven as it is
intellectually
stimulating,
Peace
Psychology in
Asia is vital
reading for
social and
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community
psychologists,
policy
analysts, and
researchers in
psychology
and sociology
and
international
studies,
including
those looking
to the region
for ideas on
peace work in
non-Western
countries.
Visuals
Beyond
Borders
RED'SHINE
Publication.
Pvt. Ltd
This book
discusses the
epistemic
foundation of
the heuristic
construct
‘vagabond’
and the
convergence

between the
politics of
itinerancy and
that of dissent
in the context
of South Asia.
It describes
the fraught
relationship
between
‘native’
itinerant
practices and
techniques of
governmentali
ty which have
furnished
diﬀerent
categorization
s and
taxonomies of
mobility. The
book
demonstrates
the historical
seismic breaks
– from the
Orientalist to
the postOrientalist,
from the
premodern to
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the modern,
and from the
colonial to the
post-colonial –
in the
representation
of the
vagabond in
the juridicopolitical
imagination,
in
historiography
and cultural
articulation.
For instance,
the drunk
European
sailor, the
quasi-religious
mendicant,
and the
helpless
famine
refugee have
all been
referred to as
‘vagabonds’ in
the colonial
archive. This
book
examines the

histories and
conditions
behind these
conceptual
overlaps, as
well as the
uncanny
associations
among
categories
that uneasily
coexist and
mirror each
other as
subsets of a
vast range of
phenomena,
which may
loosely be
called
‘vagabond(ag
e)’. This
volume will be
of interest to
students and
researchers of
literature,
cultural
studies,
colonial and
post-colonial
studies,
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history,
migration
studies,
sociology, and
South Asia
studies.
Disability in
South Asia
McGraw-Hill
Companies
"This book is
designed to
help students
organize their
thinking about
psychology at
a conceptual
level. The
focus on
behaviour and
empiricism
has produced
a text that is
better
organized, has
fewer
chapters, and
is somewhat
shorter than
many of the
leading books.
The beginning
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of each
section
includes
learning
objectives;
throughout
the body of
each section
are key terms
in bold
followed by
their
deﬁnitions in
italics; key
takeaways,
and exercises
and critical
thinking
activities end
each section"-BCcampus
website.
Asian Families
in Canada and
the United
States
Springer
Nature
Publisher's
Note: Products
purchased
from 3rd Party
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sellers are not
guaranteed by
the Publisher
for quality,
authenticity,
or access to
any online
entitlements
included with
the product.
Snell’s Clinical
Neuroanatomy
, Eighth
Edition, equips
medical and
health
professions
students with
a complete,
clinically
oriented
understanding
of
neuroanatomy
. Organized
classically by
system, this
revised edition
reﬂects the
latest clinical
approaches to
neuroanatomy

structures and
reinforces
concepts with
enhanced,
illustrations,
diagnostic
images, and
surface
anatomy
photographs.
Each chapter
begins with
clear
objectives and
a clinical case
for a practical
introduction to
key concepts.
Throughout
the text,
Clinical Notes
highlight
important
clinical
considerations
.Chapters end
with bulleted
key concepts,
along with
clinical
problem
solving cases
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and review
questions that
test students’
comprehensio
n and ensure
preparation
for clinical
application.
An Exploration
with DSM-5
Update
Routledge
This book
critically
examines the
cultural
politics of
visuals in
South Asia. It
discusses
themes such
as the
vernacular
visual and
ways of
seeing;
photography
and
anthropology;
refugee
representation
; and

television
news
practices to
explore
modernity and
tradition,
ﬂuidity and
hybridity, and
political
economic and
performative
politics.
Second
South Asia
Edition EBook Taylor &
Francis
This
fascinating
volume oﬀers
a
transdisciplina
ry and
transcultural
approach to
understanding
the senses by
exploring
themes in
anthropologie
s of sound,
sight, smell,
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taste, touch,
and
movement as
expressed
through
aesthetic,
perceptual,
religious, and
spiritual
experiences.
In drawing
upon
comparative
perspectives
from Indian
and Western
theories, the
essays
demonstrate
the integral
relation of
senses with
each other as
well as with
allied notions
of the body,
emotion and
cultural
memory.
Stressing the
continued
relevance of
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senses as they
manifest in a
globalized
world under
the inﬂuence
of new media,
this work will
interest
scholars of
anthropology,
cultural
studies,
sociology,
ritual studies,
psychology,
religion,
philosophy,
and history.
Psychology
Pearson
Higher Ed
Outstanding
and original,
this book by
Dr. Anvita
Madan-Bahel
(PhD,
Columbia
University)
integrates the
current theory
and literature
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on South
Asians and
engages the
reader in
meaningful
ways. There
are few
studies in
Asian/Asian
American
studies and in
psychology
(as well as
other ﬁelds
such as
cultural
studies, ﬁlm,
etc) that
address the
spectrum of
topics
included in
this creative,
thoroughly
researched
and wellwritten book.
This book will
be a valuable
reference for
those in many
disciplines,

including
Psychology,
Asian Studies
and Women's
Studies. "In
this seminal
piece, Dr.
Madan-Bahel
uses
Bollywood ﬁlm
clips to foster
thinking and
discussion on
critical topics
in sexual
health for
South Asian
female youth.
This work is
unique and
innovative in
many key
ways. ... Dr.
Madan-Bahel
oﬀers a
variety of
recommendati
ons for
practice,
research, and
policy that will
continue to
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inﬂuence the
ﬁeld for years
to come. This
is impressive,
inspirational,
and
groundbreakin
g work!" Christine J.
Yeh, Associate
Professor of
Counseling
Psychology,
University of
San Francisco
The Vagabond
in the South
Asian
Imagination
iUniverse
The History of
the Book in
South Asia
covers not
only the
various
modern states
that make up
South Asia
today but also
a multitude of
languages and

scripts. For
centuries it
was
manuscripts
that
dominated
book
production
and
circulation,
and printing
technology
only began to
make an
impact in the
late
eighteenth
century. Print
ﬂourished in
the colonial
period and in
particular
lithographic
printing
proved
particularly
popular in
South Asia
both because
it was
economical
and because it
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enabled multiscript printing.
There are now
vibrant
publishing
cultures in the
nation states
of South Asia,
and the
essays in this
volume cover
the whole
range from
palm-leaf
manuscripts
to
contemporary
print culture.
The
International
Journal of
Indian
Psychology,
Volume 7,
Issue 1,
Version 1
Routledge
Gray's
Anatomy for
Students is a
clinically
oriented,
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studentfriendly
textbook of
human
anatomy. It
allows
students to
learn anatomy
within the
context of
many diﬀerent
curricular
designs, and
within everincreasing
time
constraints.
The artwork in
this textbook
presents the
reader with a
visual image
that brings the
text to life and
presents
views that will
assist in the
understanding
and
comprehensio
n of the
anatomy.
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Each regional
anatomy
chapter
consists of
four
consecutive
sections:
conceptual
overview,
regional
anatomy,
surface
anatomy, and
clinical cases.
The Second
South Asia
Edition of this
textbook has
two volumes:
Volume
One—The
Body, Upper
Limb, Lower
Limb,
Abdomen,
Pelvis and
Perineum; and
Volume
Two—Thorax,
Back, Head
and Neck, and
Neuroanatomy

. New content
has been
added on the
basis of
updates in the
Fourth
International
Edition,
including the
addition of a
new chapter
on
neuroanatomy
. The
innovative
features of the
First South
Asia Edition
such as Set
Inductions,
Outlines, and
Flowcharts
have been
improved.
Students are
encouraged to
use online
resources
available on
MedEnact. A
unique feature
of this edition
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is that each
chapter
contains line
diagrams,
abbreviated
as LDs, along
with questions
and answers.
These line
diagrams are
sketches
which are
easy to draw
during an
examination
and can help
students to
acquire
anatomical
concepts and
do well in
assessment.
The questions
and answers
facilitate
learning.
Competencies
have been
added in all
the chapters
since the
curriculum is

becoming
competency
based.
Psychology in
Southeast
Asia Lippincott
Williams &
Wilkins
The
Southasian
Sensibility: A
Himal Reader
is a collection
of
representative
, seminal
articles
published over
the past 25
years in Himal
Southasian,
Southasia's
ﬁrst and
foremost
regional news
and analysis
magazine. The
essays are
ﬁne examples
of long-form
journalism, a
format that
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Himal has
pioneered in
the
Subcontinent.
Marking the
quarter
century of the
magazine, the
Himal Reader
argues for a
regional
mindset when
tackling issues
that touch the
people of the
Subcontinent.
The focus
throughout is
for a humanist
and
progressive
viewpoint,
with a strong
emphasis on
human rights,
democracy
and social
justice. The
selected
articles,
whether
discussing
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nationalism,
regionalism,
insurgency or
cultural
transformation
, all reﬂect
one aspect
that Himal has
striven to
promote
throughout its
existence: a
perspective
that views the
entire
Southasian
region as a
single,
composite
entity even
while
respecting the
plurality and
integrity of its
component
parts.
Introduction to
Psychology
Pearson
Education
India
This book
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documents
and analyzes
the eﬀects of
the COVID-19
pandemic
through queer
and feminist
perspectives.
A testament of
dispossessions
as well as a
celebration of
various forms
of resilience,
community
building and
critical
responses, it
chronicles the
social history
of queer and
trans persons
and women in
South Asia
and the
diasporas.
Through a
creative and
collaborative
form of
ethnographic
writing, the

book enters in
conversation
with the
worlds of
domestic
helps,
caregivers,
cultural
workers,
students, sex
workers and
other
precariously
employed
people. It
examines the
conﬁning
eﬀects of the
pandemic on
the lived
realities of
many queer
and trans
individuals,
the casteoppressed and
women across
socioeconomic
backgrounds.
The chapters
in the volume
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piece together
narratives of
prejudice,
hardship, selfexpression
and resistance
from
interviews,
personal
accounts, as
well as poems
and stories
from activists,
artists and
other
collaborators.
The book pays
particular
attention to
issues of
power and
asymmetrical
relationships
amidst
COVID-19 and
oﬀers
critiques to
deepen the
understanding
of the uneven
fault lines
within which

historically
oppressed
persons reside
in South Asia.
Exploring
themes of
migration,
disability and
sexual politics,
this book is an
essential
reading for
scholars and
researchers of
gender and
sexuality
studies,
cultural
studies, South
Asian studies,
sociology and
social
anthropology.
Implications
for Mental
Health and
Well-Being
Routledge
The Second
Edition of the
Handbook of
Asian
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American
Psychology
ﬁlls a
fundamental
gap in the
Asian
American
literature by
addressing
the full
spectrum of
methodologica
l, substantive,
and
theoretical
areas related
to Asian
American
Psychology.
This new
edition
provides
important
scholarly
contributions
by a new
generation of
researchers
that address
the shifts in
contemporary
issues for
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Asians and
Asian
Americans in
the U.S.
Issues in
Clinical
Psychology,
Psychiatry,
and
Counseling:
2011 Edition
Routledge
This book
draws upon
new
theoretical
insights and
fresh bodies of
data to
historically
reappraise
partition in the
light of its
long
aftermath. It
uses a
comparative
approach by
viewing South
Asia in its
totality, rather
than looking
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at it in narrow
'national'
terms. As the
ﬁrst book to
focus on the
aftermath of
partition, it
ﬁlls a
distinctive
niche in the
study of
contemporary
South Asia.
Introduction to
Psychology
Taylor &
Francis
“The authors
are to be
commended
for a book
which should
be very
helpful for
mental health
professionals
taking care of
South Asian
patients. The
book uses
case histories
to illustrate a

range of
issues, which
may come up
in the
treatment of
this ethnocultural group.
The cases cut
across
genders, age
groups,
socioeconomic
groups,
diagnostic
categories,
and other
clinical
matters
pertaining to
abuse and
domestic
violence
among South
Asians born in
South Asia
and in the
United States.
The cases
illustrate
issues related
to
immigration,
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acculturation,
stigma, access
to care, and
familial and
intergeneratio
nal problems.
The cases
make
teaching
points about
the impact of
culture on
clinical
presentation
and
treatment,
focusing on
how culture
and religion
can be both a
hindrance and
an asset. The
authors
describe how
to use cultural
understanding
in diagnosis
and
treatment”
(Iqbal Ahmed
MD,
FRCPsych,

UK).
Interdisciplina
ry Approaches
Elsevier
Health
Sciences
Despite
diverse, rich
cultural
traditions and
abundant
economic
opportunity,
there has
been a paucity
of research on
psychology in
Southeast
Asia. This
book aims to
ﬁll that gap,
with a series
of well-written
theoretical
and empirical
chapters by
PhD
psychologists
in SE Asia
along with
respected
international
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colleagues
and coauthors from
around the
globe. In
particular this
book focuses
upon critical
sociocultural,
clinical, and
health issues
and
perspectives
in psychology
in Southeast
Asia.
Overviews
help
contextualize
the cultural
data,
permitting
nuanced
examination
of signiﬁcant
psychological
issues in
nations such
as Malaysia,
Indonesia,
Thailand,
Singapore,
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and more.
Psychologists
and mental
health
professionals
with interests
in Asia will
ﬁnd this book
to be a mustread, as will
other readers
seeking to
deepen their
cultural and
international
understanding
.
The Routledge
Atlas of South
Asian Aﬀairs
Routledge
This is the ﬁrst
textbook
written to
welcome
those who are
new to Asian
American
psychology.
Concepts and
theories come
to life by
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relating the
material to
everyday
experiences
and by
including
activities,
discussion
questions,
exercises,
clinical case
studies, and
internet
resources.
Contributions
from the
leading
experts and
emerging
scholars and
practitioners
in the ﬁeld the majority of
whom have
also taught
Asian
American
psychology feature
current
perspectives
and key

ﬁndings from
the
psychological
literature. The
book opens
with the
cornerstones
of Asian
American
psychology,
including
Asian
American
history and
research
methods. Part
2 addresses
how Asian
Americans
balance
multiple
worlds with
topics such as
racial identity,
acculturation,
and religion.
Part 3
explores the
psychological
experiences of
Asian
Americans
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through the
lens of gender
and sexual
orientation
and their
inﬂuence on
relationships.
Part 4
discusses the
emerging
experiences of
Asian
Americans,
including
adoptees,
parachute
kids, and
multiracial
Asian
Americans.
Part 5 focuses
on social and
life issues
facing Asian
Americans
such as
racism,
academic and
career
development.
The text
concludes

with an
examination
of the physical
and
psychological
well-being of
Asian
Americans
and avenues
for coping and
healing. This
groundbreaking
volume is
intended as
an
undergraduat
e/beginning
graduate level
introductory
textbook on
Asian
American
psychology
taught in
departments
of psychology,
Asian
American
and/or ethnic
studies,
counseling,
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sociology, and
other social
sciences. In
addition, the
clinical cases
will also
appeal to
clinicians and
other mental
health
workers
committed to
learning about
Asian
Americans.
Exploring
South Asian
Urbanity
RED'SHINE
Publication.
Pvt. Ltd.
Food practices
of a people is
the product of
multiple
factors.
Endogenous
as well as
exogenous
factors
inﬂuence
people’s
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opinion and
preferences
about food. In
India and its
neighbouring
countries,
food practices
are often
delimited by
economic
standing,
religion, caste
and analogous
systems of
social ranking
of the
consumers.
State and
market forces
also inﬂuence
food
behaviour by
exercising
control over
production
and trade.
Food and
Power:
Expressions of
Food-Politics
in South Asia
studies power
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relations
between those
who eat and
those who
decide (or at
least try to
decide) what
people should
eat. It raises
questions
pertaining to
the
politicization
of
ethnographic
tradition in
South Asia in
relation to the
intersection of
religion,
economy and
food. This
book explores
how
traditional
food practices
have
undergone
change owing
to the
inﬂuences of
migration

globalization
and popular
media to
understand
how ethos of
the powerful
aﬀects the
foodways of
relatively
weaker ethnic,
religious,
occupational
and gender
groups
South Asian
Mental
Health
Spotlighted
Pearson
Education
India
Disability in
South Asia:
Knowledge &
Experience
presents a
comprehensiv
e approach to
various
aspects of
disability in
South Asia. A
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critical work
on disability
studies, this
book explores
the full
complexity of
disability in its
multi-layered,
interactional
dynamics. The
book imparts
understanding
of the social,
political and
cultural
construction
of disability as
opposed to
the traditional
perception of
disability in
terms of
medical
condition,
biological
trait,
rehabilitation
and special
education. It
focuses on
foregrounding
disability

across various
areas
including
education, law
and sociology,
critically
exploring the
interaction of
gender and
disability, and
challenging
the separation
between
theory and
practice as
well as
academia and
activism. The
book shows
how the
inclusion of a
disability
perspective
enriches
scholarship by
contributing to
the
understanding
of social
marginalizatio
n, oppression
and the
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perception of
diﬀerence. It
highlights the
lived
experiences of
people with
disabilities to
help readers
develop a
nuanced
comprehensio
n of disability.
Routledge
Handbook on
South Asian
Foreign Policy
Routledge
This book
looks at the
typologies of
cities and
ideas of
urbanity.
Focusing
speciﬁcally on
cities in South
Asia, it
analyses the
unique
planning
concepts,
archaeology,
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art, culture,
life, and
philosophy of
various cities
of ancient and
modern South
Asia. The book
explores the
concept of
urbanity and
the idea of an
ideal city; it
interrogates
general
notions of
urbanity by
juxtaposing
city life in
various
periods and
geographies
of South Asia.
By analysing
the
demography,
architecture,
rituals, and
culture of
various cities,
it looks at the
diﬀerent
spatialities of
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these places
in terms of
their size,
population,
commerce,
and
philosophy as
well as the
reasons
behind the
transformation
of these
places into
urban centres.
Drawing from
various
archeological
and literary
sources, the
volume
includes rich
details about
heterogeneity,
rituals,
festivals,
social
stratiﬁcation,
penal
systems,
famines, and
insurrections
in ancient

cities as well
as modern
cities like
Lahore,
Dhaka, and
Calcutta,
among many
others in
South Asia.
This book will
be of interest
to researchers
and students
of ancient and
modern
history,
archaeology,
urban studies,
urban and
town planning,
urban
sociology,
urban
geography,
cultural
studies, postcolonial
studies,
ancient and
medieval
architecture,
heritage
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studies,
conservation

studies, and
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South Asian
studies.
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